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Protection is in the bag for laptops and the like
thanks to Speedlink
Weertzen, 7 February 2019: Computer accessories specialist
Speedlink has added a new padded bag to its lineup for the safe
and secure transportation of a laptop, documents and accessories
– the MAGNO.
Everyone’s experienced that sinking feeling of pulling their precious
laptop out of their rucksack only to see it sporting shiny new scratches,
dents or other marks after carelessly chucking it in and carrying it
around all day long.
Put a stop to this with Speedlink’s new MAGNO padded laptop bag,
which is available in two sizes.
It offers all the protection needed to store and transport a notebook and
documents as well as a smartphone, pens and the like safely and
securely thanks to its split-section main compartment, generously sized
accessory compartment with a range of pockets and holders, plus a
small storage compartment for keys and other little essentials – and it
delivers all this at an inexpensive starting price of just €27.99. The
MAGNO offers a range of carrying options: use the two carry handles,
the shoulder strap or even let the trolley bag take the strain thanks to
the practical trolley belt – making it the king of carry on bags.
“Everyday life is unimaginable without notebooks and tablets. As such,
we thought it would be a good idea to also turn to the question of
storage and transportation, and develop a laptop bag that meets these
needs. With the MAGNO, we’ve designed a high-quality, stylish bag
that gives its precious contents the best protection against damage,”
explained Peter Heller, Product Manager at Speedlink.
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The MAGNO is available in two editions: one for notebooks up to 15.6”
in screen size and another for those up to 17.3” in screen size.
MAGNO Notebook Bag 15.6”, black


Article number: SL-600000-BK



Notebook bag for notebooks up to 15.6” in screen size



Padded notebook compartment with hook and loop strap



Separate document compartment



Two external pockets with accessory compartments for a
smartphone, pens and business cards



Comfortable carry handles



Detachable adjustable shoulder strap with soft padding



Trolley belt



Main compartment zipper tab eyelets for a luggage lock (not
included)



Material: Nylon



Dimensions: 400 × 315 × 75mm (W × D × H)



Weight: 600g



RRP: €27.99

MAGNO Notebook Bag 17.3”, black


Article number: SL-600001-BK



Notebook bag for notebooks up to 17.3” in screen size



Padded notebook compartment with hook and loop strap



Separate document compartment



Two external pockets with accessory compartments for a
smartphone, pens and business cards



Comfortable carry handle
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Detachable adjustable shoulder strap with soft padding



Trolley belt



Material: Nylon



Dimensions: 450 × 330 × 90mm (W × D × H)



Weight: 800g



RRP: €29.99

